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Ancient Egypt (History) goes back in time to look at one
of the most important civilisations in history. 
• How and why did the ancient Egyptians build the
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• What was daily life like?
• What were some of their inventions?
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In November 1922, British archaeologist Howard Carter
and his team were digging through the Egyptian sand.
He was looking for the tomb of a famous king. With the
help of his workers, he soon found a step and then a
door. This door was the entrance to one of the most
famous tombs in history!

Carter broke open the door. He stared into the dark room
in amazement. The tomb belonged to an ancient
pharaoh named Tutankhamun. It was full of artifacts and
treasures!
They were not just beautiful. They were also important.
These artifacts could teach us about the people who
made them – the ancient Egyptians.

LET’S START!
In November 1922, British archaeologist Howard Carter
and his team were digging through the Egyptian sand.
He was looking for the tomb of a famous king. With the
help of his workers, he soon found a step and then a
door. This door was the entrance to one of the most
famous tombs in history!

Carter broke open the door. He stared into the dark
room in amazement. The tomb belonged to an ancient
pharaoh named Tutankhamun. It was full of artefacts
and treasures!
They were not just beautiful. They were also important.
These artefacts could teach us about the people who
made them – the ancient Egyptians.

LET’S START!
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Ancient Egypt
was one of the most

important and powerful
civilisations in the ancient

world. It lasted for
over 3,000 years.

But what was it really like?
Let’s take a closer look!

Ancient Egypt was
one of the most important and

powerful civilisations in the
ancient world. 

It lasted for
over 3,000 years.

But what was it really like?
Let’s take a closer look!
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The civilisation of ancient Egypt was
powerful for almost three thousand years!

Around 3100 BCE, Egypt was divided into
Upper Egypt, the land in the southern part
of the kingdom, and Lower Egypt, in the
northern part.

According to legend, sometime around
2925 BCE King Menes from Upper Egypt went
to war and united the two kingdoms, creating one
of the most powerful empires of the world.

Menes built a capital city for his new empire,
Memphis. Menes wore a new crown. It combined
the white crown of Upper Egypt with the red crown
of Lower Egypt. Wearing this meant that Menes was
not just the king of both Upper and Lower Egypt.
He was the first Egyptian pharaoh, and he
demanded that people worship him as a god.

Ancient Egypt changed the world. Its people
created new inventions and made new scientific
discoveries. This all changed when the Roman
Empire grew strong and Egypt became one of its
territories. This was the end of ancient Egypt and
its pharaohs.

4

ANCIENT EGYPTIAN
HISTORY

Mediterranean Sea

The Nile Delta

Red
Sea

Valley of
the Kings

Thebes

UPPER EGYPT

Memphis

LOWER
EGYPT

• The Rise and Fall of a Civilisation
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5

Archaeologists divide ancient Egyptian history
into three main periods – The Old Kingdom,
The Middle Kingdom and The New Kingdom.

During this period the pharaohs became
very powerful. These pharaohs came from
Thebes in Middle Egypt. They moved the
capital to Thebes and worshipped their own
god, Amun. People began to worship Amun,
later known as Amun-Ra, as king of the
gods. This period was an important time for
trade, the arts, science and literature. The
royal tombs were moved closer to the city of
Memphis. The pharaohs were buried inside
hidden tombs that were very hard to find.
The Egyptians started to use irrigation
systems to carry water from the River Nile to
their crops. Egypt’s army became stronger. 

*c.(circa): about

• The Middle Kingdom
(c. 2030-1640 BCE)

• The Old Kingdom (*c. 2649-2150 BCE) 

This period is also called the Age of the
Pyramids. During this time a large number
of pyramids were built. Of all the pyramids,
Khufu’s Pyramid, or the Great Pyramid of
Giza, was the biggest. This was a time of
peace and the sun god Ra was important
in Egyptian religion. Upper and Lower
Egypt were united and the pharaohs chose
Memphis, to the north, as their capital.
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• The New Kingdom (c. 1550-1070 BCE) 

Before the beginning of the New Kingdom, from c. 1640 to 1521, Egypt was
ruled by foreigners called the Hyksos kings. The horse, the chariot and
bronze weapons were introduced by them. The Egyptians drove out the
Hyksos kings and the time of the New Kingdom began. During this
time, the pharaohs conquered many lands, including modern day
Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Iraq and Iran. Egypt became the most
powerful empire in the ancient world! The pharaohs were now
buried in the Valley of the Kings, in the hills to the west of Luxor.

• Timeline of Important Events in Ancient Egypt

Around this time, the
Egyptians begin to use
hieroglyphics, a form of
writing using symbols. 
3100 BCE

The beginning of
the Old Kingdom.
2649 BCE

The Egyptians build the
Great Sphinx and the
Great Pyramid of Giza. 
2551-2528 BCE

2030 BCE
The beginning of

the Middle Kingdom.

2611 BCE
Around this time, the
Egyptians complete the first
step pyramid at Saqqara. It was
the first important structure in
ancient Egypt.

2925 BCE
King Menes brings
together
Upper and Lower
Egypt. He builds
a new capital city,
Memphis. 
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All Egyptian
pyramids were

built on the west
bank of the Nile.

The west is where
the sun sets and it
is linked to death

in Egyptian
mythology. 

7
Activities p.40 Go to

 1630 BCE
Northern Egypt is
ruled by the
Hyksos kings.
They introduce
the horse, the
chariot and
bronze weapons. 

332 BCE
Alexander the Great
conquers Egypt and
builds the city of
Alexandria. 

The beginning of the New Kingdom.
The Hyksos kings no longer rule  (c. 1521 BCE). Around this
time, the pharaohs start to build tombs in the Valley of the
Kings. The ancient Egyptians also spend a lot of time and
money building large, magnificent temples.
1550 BCE

30 BCE
Queen Cleopatra VII dies. She is

the last pharaoh of Egypt. The
Romans take over Egypt.
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The Legend of Isis and
Osiris

36

According to legend, Osiris was
sent by the gods to rule over the
land of Egypt and turn it into a
land of beauty and peace. Osiris
was brave and wise and he had a
beautiful wife, Isis. They became
pharaoh and queen of Egypt.
They were good rulers and
taught their people how to grow
crops and worship the gods.
Egypt became rich and successful
and the people of Egypt loved
their pharaoh and his queen. 

But, all was not well. Osiris had
an evil brother, Seth, who was
very jealous of him. Seth wanted
to become pharaoh, so he made
a plan to kill Osiris. In secret, he
measured Osiris’ body and made
a chest to the exact
measurements. A few days later,
he invited everyone, including
Osiris, to a big party. At the party,
Seth presented the beautiful,
carved chest. 
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‘The person who can fit perfectly in
this chest can keep it as a gift!’ Seth
announced. One guest after another
tried, but no one was the right size.
Then it was Osiris’ turn to get into the
chest. He fitted inside it perfectly, but
before he could get out, Seth slammed
the lid shut and locked it! Then, the
wicked brother threw the chest into
the Nile and Osiris drowned. 

When Isis found out what had
happened, she was heartbroken and
looked everywhere for her husband. It
took her a long time but she
eventually found the chest at the side
of the River Nile. She hid it in some tall
grass so that Seth could not find it and
then went to make arrangements for a
proper burial for Osiris.
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1
1 very strong
2 an old story, not always true
3 a person who comes from another country
4 something that belongs to a king or queen
5 the side of a river
6 buying and selling goods
7 amazing
8 related to science

a bank
b magnificent
c trade
d powerful
e scientific
f legend
g royal
h foreigner

1 King Menes built a capital city for his
new .............................................................. .

2 The sun god Ra was important in
Egyptian ..................................................... .

3 Ancient Egyptians buried their pharaohs
in hidden ..................................................... .

4 Upper and Lower Egypt were .................
during the period of the Old Kingdom.

5 The Hyksos kings introduced the horse,
the ........................ and bronze weapons.

6 Ancient Egyptians created a lot of
important .................................................. .

40

1 Read and match.

2 Read and complete.

3 Match the events to the timeline.

ANCIENT EGYPTIAN HISTORY

• tombs • chariot • empire • inventions • united • religion

2925 BCE  2649 BCE 2030 BCE 1630 BCE 1550 BCE 30 BCE

1 The beginning of the Old Kingdom.
2 The beginning of the New Kingdom.
3 King Menes builds Memphis.

4 The beginning of the Middle Kingdom.
5 The Romans take over Egypt.
6 The Hyksos kings rule Egypt.
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5 OVER TO YOU: Look, read and match. Use the Internet to help you.

41

1 Ancient Egypt was powerful for almost three hundred years.
.....................................................................................................................................................................

2 The Middle Kingdom period is also called the Age of the Pyramids.
.....................................................................................................................................................................

3 The Egyptians started to use irrigation systems during the New Kingdom period.
.....................................................................................................................................................................

4 Thebes was the capital city that King Menes built.
.....................................................................................................................................................................

5 All Egyptian pyramids were built on the east bank of the Nile.
.....................................................................................................................................................................

6 The Hyksos kings ruled Egypt during the Old Kingdom period.
.....................................................................................................................................................................

4 Read and correct the sentences.

the crown of
United Egypt

the crown of
Upper Egypt

the crown of
Lower Egypt
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The Legend of Isis and Osiris
1 Find ten words from the story. Write them in alphabetical order.

2 Read and circle the correct words.

j m t q v v q y m i i k x u

u r p r o p e r m t y h c c

j b a n d a g e m u f i w r

e f m l a a m v t d y c w z

a i b c i r q e x r g m i u

l t x q n y a n n o u n c e

o u u n q p v g q w e h k j

u v s p f g a e e n s p e d

s o u v s m x j q o t a d n

l v h e a r t b r o k e n v

1 Osiris was a wise / wicked pharaoh of Egypt.

2 Seth was very jealous from / of his brother.

3 Seth made a chest to Osiris’ arrangements / measurements.

4 Seth slammed the lid / gift shut and locked it!

5 He cut / threw his brother’s pieces all over the country.

6 Isis searched / covered for her husband’s body until she found it.

7 She buried her husband bravely / properly.

8 Horus decided to take / give revenge for his father’s death.

1 a..........................................

2 b..........................................

3 d..........................................

4 f ...........................................

5 g..........................................

6 h..........................................

7 j ...........................................

8 p..........................................

9 r...........................................

10 w.........................................
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3 Read and put the events of the story in the correct order.

• Look at the pictures and choose four of the sentences above to match.

Seth measured Osiris’ body in secret.

Isis found the chest and hid it.

Osiris’ son, Horus, killed Seth and became pharaoh.

Seth invited everyone to a big party.

Osiris and Isis ruled Egypt.

Seth was jealous of Osiris and wanted to kill him.

Seth threw the chest into the Nile.

Seth found Osiris’ body and cut it into pieces.

Isis found the pieces and put the body of Osiris back together.

Osiris got into the chest and Seth slammed it shut.

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

a b c d

4 OVER TO YOU: Read and complete. Use the Internet to help you.

1 Seth was the god of ....................................................................................................................... . 

2 Horus was the god of .................................................................................................................... . 

3 Osiris was the god of ..................................................................................................................... .

4 Isis was the goddess of ................................................................................................................. .

• love and motherhood • the underworld and rebirth • war and evil

• protection and sending away enemies
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1 MY ANCIENT EGYPTIAN GLOSSARY! Find the word and make your own
glossary.

• Can you think of more Egyptian words to include in your glossary?

A..................... = the season of the year that
the Nile flooded

A................................. = a charm that ancient
Egyptians wore with magical powers

B..................................... = it contained magic
spells to help a person in the afterlife

C........................................... = special jars that
held the organs of a mummy

E......................................... = an archaeologist
who specialises in ancient Egypt

G.......................... = a place where large and
important pyramids were built

H...................................... = a powerful queen
who ruled Egypt longer than any other
woman

H........................................ = ancient Egyptian
type of writing

I.............................. = the first known doctor
in ancient Egypt

L........................  E................... = the northern
part of ancient Egypt

M....................... = the capital city of the Old
Kingdom

M.............................. = a dead body that was
preserved so as not to rot

N....................................... = a queen of Egypt,
famous for her beauty

O............................. = the god of the afterlife

P....................................... = ancient Egyptians
used it to make paper, boats, etc

P................................................ = a giant tomb
built for the pharaohs of Egypt

R......................... = an important stone with
both Greek and Egyptian writing on it

S........................................ = a large stone box
that held a mummy

S......................... = an ancient Egyptian who
could read and write

T................................................ = the youngest
pharaoh in Egyptian history

U........................  E................... = the southern
part of ancient Egypt

V........................ = the second in command,
after the pharaoh
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1 Do the quiz.

• Prepare your own Ancient Egypt Quiz.

1 Who brought Upper Egypt and Lower
Egypt together?
A  Menes        B  Tutankhamun
C   Ra

2 Which river flows through Egypt?
A  The Nile     B  The Amazon      
C   The Thames

3 Which animal did the Hyksos introduce?
A  cat               B  cow            C   horse

4 The pyramids were built on the .............
of the Nile.
A  north          B  south         C   west

5 What was the main food in ancient
Egypt?
A  wheat        B  rice              C   corn

6 The most important god was ............. .
A  Nut             B  Horus         C   Amun

7 Who was the she-king?
A  Cleopatra  B  Nefertiti          
C   Hatshepsut

8 Pyramids were used as .......................... .
A  palaces      B  tombs        C   temples

9 Shabtis acted as ............. in the afterlife.
A  scribes       B  soldiers      C   servants

10 The largest pyramid is at ....................... .
A  Giza            B  Saqqara     C   Thebes

11 The statue next to the Great Pyramid
is called ............. .
A  the Griffon     B  the Sphinx          
C   the Minotaur

12 The two names for the soul were ........ .
A  Fa and La       B  Ma and Pa     
C   Ka and Ba

13 Ancient Egyptian writing is called ........ .
A  demotic         B  canopic
C   hieroglyphics

14 What did they wear to protect their
eyes?
A  wigs                 B  makeup
C   jewellery

15 Who was a very famous doctor in
ancient Egypt?
A  Khufu              B  Imhotep    
C   Ramesses

16 What did they make from the papyrus
plant?
A  toothpaste    B  ink          C   paper

17 What was the most popular game
called?
A  Natron            B  Senet
C   Nemes

18 Seth put Osiris in a .................................. .
A  chest               B  boat      C   hole

Ancient Egypt
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WORD BANK
Let’s Start!
archaeologist =

someone who studies

objects, buildings, etc

of people who lived in

the past

dig = 

tomb = 

entrance = the way into

a building or place

stare = to look at

something/someone

for a long time

amazement = surprise

artefact = 

treasure = 

civilisation = the way

of life of a group of

people

last = to continue to be

1
rise = the process of

becoming powerful

or successful

fall = the process of

losing power or

strength

powerful = very strong

divide = to separate

into parts

kingdom = a country

ruled by a king,

pharaoh, etc

legend = a very old

story, not always true

unite = to bring together

empire = a group of

countries ruled by one

person or country

crown = 

demand = to ask strongly

worship = to show

respect

invention = something

that no one has made

before

scientific = related to

science

territory = land that

belongs to a country

or a person

peace = free of war or

fighting

religion = the belief in

and worship of a

god/gods

trade = buying and

selling goods

royal = belonging to a

king or queen

bury = to put a dead

body in the ground

irrigation 
system = 

rule = to control

foreigner = someone

from another country

chariot = 

weapon = 

conquer = to take control

of a foreign land

structure = something

that has been built

valley = 

magnificent =

wonderful

temple = 

bank = the side of a

river

2
desert = 

flood = to cover with

water

soil = 

crops = plants grown

for food, e.g. a

vegetable, etc

agriculture = farming

plough = to dig land

with a plough

seed = 

ditch = 

harvest = the crops that

are cut and collected

wheat = 

barley = 

sickle = 

separate = to divide

into parts

grain = 

straw = 

flax = 

papyrus = 

wealthy = rich

linen = strong cloth,

made from flax

mud = 

brick = 

dry = to remove water

from something

limestone = 

goods = things for sale

constantly = all the time

design = to plan, then

make something

carving = 

3
god = 

goddess = 

ostrich = 

falcon = 

headdress = 

goose = 

decorate = to add

something to make

an object more

attractive

cone = 

protection = the act of

keeping something or

someone from harm

cow = 

horn = 
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